The sad news of M.H. Abrams’ death was reported in more than 300 media outlets, including an obituary in The New York Times.

STATS AT A GLANCE

- 343 external media stories tracked
- 1 press release/tip sheet distributed
- 11 Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra stories
- 10 Cornell Daily Sun stories
- 31 Tumblr blog entries
- 32 Tweets
- 3 Facebook posts

SELECTED STORIES

**Humanities and Arts**

M.H. Abrams, Professor Who Shaped the Study of Romanticism, Dies at 102
NY Times, 4/22/15, Cornell Chronicle and more than 300 other media outlets
(ENGLISH)

New Toni Morrison book deals with skin color, child abuse
Florida Courier, 4/24/15
Glenn Altschuler (AMERICAN STUDIES)

A tangled skein from ancient Rome
Business Standard, 4/24/15
Barry Strauss (HISTORY)

In poem, Cornell professor says M.H. Abrams will ‘defy mortality’
Ithaca Voice, 4/23/15
Dan Schwarz (ENGLISH)

Students stage 'Blood Wedding' at Schwartz *
Ithaca Times, 4/22/15, Cornell Chronicle, Cornell Daily Sun and 2 other media outlets
Ed Intemann, Jumay Chu, Brian James Murphy ’16, Emily Ranii ’07 (PMA)

Student winners of 'My Cornell' writing, video contests named *
Ithaca Times, 4/21/15, Cornell Chronicle
David Karp ’16, Lianne Bornfeld ’15, Glenn Altschuler (AMERICAN STUDIES, ENGLISH, PMA, KNIGHT INSTITUTE)

As national jazz sales dwindle, genre alive and well in Ithaca
Ithaca Voice, 4/19/15
Greg Evans, undergrad Robert Araujo (MUSIC)

The War on Drugs (video)
History News Network, 4/18/15
Julilly Kohler-Hausmann (HISTORY)

Bouchet delivers Townsend Lectures *
College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 4/24/15
(CLASSICS)

Poet and critic Stephen Yenser gives public reading *
College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 4/24/15
(ENGLISH)

Community celebrates poetry with readings – and pastry
Cornell Chronicle, 4/23/15
Shawkat Toorawa, Lauren Monroe (NES)

Interview with Julilly Kohler-Haussmann (video)
College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 4/23/15
Julilly Kohler-Haussmann (HISTORY)

History’s Ed Baptist receives 2015 Hillman Prize for Book Journalism *
College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 4/23/15
Ed Baptist (HISTORY)

Prof. Maria Cristina Garcia named president of the Immigration and Ethnic History Society *
College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 4/21/15
Maria Cristina Garcia (HISTORY, LATINA/O STUDIES)

Visiting faculty member nominated for Hong Kong Film Award *
College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 4/21/15
Eli Marshall (MUSIC)

History PhD wins Mellon honor *
College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 4/20/15
Brian Cuddy (HISTORY)

NES Students Receive SSRC Mellon International Dissertation Research Fellowship *
College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 4/20/15
Kyle Anderson, Andrew Simon (NES)

BARHYDT | In Defense of a Liberal Arts Education
Cornell Daily Sun, 4/20/15
**Sciences and Math**

- **THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY: Electrides explained**
  *Nature*, 4/22/15
  Roald Hoffman (CHEMISTRY)

- **Nine inducted into graduate honor society**
  *Ithaca Times*, 4/22/15, *Cornell Chronicle*
  Kenneth Hernandez-Burgos, Simone White (CHEMISTRY, MBG)

- **Three faculty elected to American Academy of Arts and Sciences**
  *Cornell Chronicle*, 4/23/15
  Paul McEuen (PHYSICS)

- **Synchrotron Laboratory Welcomes New Particle Accelerator Module**
  *Cornell Daily Sun*, 4/22/15
  Ralf Eichhorn (PHYSICS)

**Social Sciences**

- **John Cleese on self assessment and why he loves geeks**
  *Silicon Angle*, 4/24/15
  David Dunning (PSYCHOLOGY)

- **The Psychology of Political Differences**
  *Huffington Post*, 4/22/15
  David Pizarro (PSYCHOLOGY)

- **Hillary Clinton Should Acknowledge That Tuition Tax Breaks Don’t Work**
  *Washington Monthly*, 4/22/15 and 2 other media outlets
  Suzanne Mettler (GOVERNMENT)

- **Money Won’t Buy You Happiness, But This Enlightening Journey Will**
  *Healthy Holistic Living*, 4/21/15 and 1 other media outlet
  Tom Gilovich (PSYCHOLOGY)

- **Are We Too Dumb for Democracy?**
  *M2 Now*, 4/21/15 and 1 other media outlet
  David Dunning (PSYCHOLOGY)

**Other Stories and Multiple Departments**

- **LETTER TO THE EDITOR: Minimum enrollment policy explained**
  *Cornell Daily Sun*, 4/24/15
  Gretchen Ritter
CU Sesquicentennial: You Only Turn 150 Once

*Ithaca Times,* 4/22/15
Isaac Kramnick, Glenn Altschuler (GOVERNMENT, AMERICAN STUDIES)

**Volunteer with the Biology Service Leaders**
*College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr,* 4/23/15

Honors for history faculty members *
*College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr,* 4/23/15
Edward Baptist, Ernesto Bassi, Judi Byfield, Durba Ghosh, Alyssa Schuster (HISTORY, PSYCHOLOGY)

Students present their research at 30th CURB forum
*Cornell Chronicle,* 4/23/15
Sarah Gutz ’15, Hana Bae ’15, Marissa Tranquilli ’15, Yolanda Li ’15, Reid Wilkins ’15, Michelle Bone ’16, Shiv Chawla ’17 s (LINGUISTICS, BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY)

Social sciences, arts, humanities focus of Atkinson Center pilot
*Cornell Chronicle,* 4/22/15
Anindita Banerjee, Panle Barwick, Gustavo Flores-Macías (COMP LIT, ECONOMICS, GOVERNMENT)

Help Arts & Sciences students find their career pathways *
*College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr,* 4/22/15
(CAREER SERVICES, ADVISING)

Showcase honors student and faculty engagement projects
*Cornell Chronicle,* 4/22/15
Rudy Gerson ’15

Alumnus Pens Memoir Recounting Travel to All Countries
*Cornell Daily Sun,* 4/22/15
Albert Podell ’58 (GOVERNMENT)

Hear from Arts & Sciences luminaries during Charter Day Weekend *
*College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr,* 4/21/15

Alumna Randee Mia Berman pens 'Ode to Cornell @ 150'
*Cornell Chronicle,* 4/21/15
Randee Mia Berman ’74, Isaac Kramnick, Morris Bishop (GOVERNMENT, HISTORY)

Students honored for business plans and ideas
*Cornell Chronicle,* 4/21/15
Alexis Osler ’17

East Avenue Reopens to All Traffic
*Cornell Daily Sun,* 4/20/15
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